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a b s t r a c t
Let J be a set of positive integers. Supposem > 1 and H is a completem-partite graph with
vertex set V and m groups G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Let |V| = v and G = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gm}. If the
edges of λH can be partitioned into a set C of cycles with lengths from J , then (V ,G,C)
is called a cycle group divisible design with index λ and order v, denoted by (J, λ)-CGDD.
A (J, λ)-cycle frame is a (J, λ)-CGDD (V ,G,C) in which C can be partitioned into holey
2-factors, each holey 2-factor being a partition of V \ Gi into cycles for some Gi ∈ G. The
existence of (k, λ)-cycle frames of type gu with 3 ≤ k ≤ 6 has been solved completely.
In this paper, we show that there exists a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type gu for any u ≥ 4,
λg ≡ 0 (mod 2), (g, u) ≠ (1, 5), (1, 8) and (g, u, λ) ≠ (2, 5, 1). A k-cycle system of
order n whose cycle set can be partitioned into (n − 1)/2 almost parallel classes and a
half-parallel class is called an almost resolvable k-cycle system, denoted by k-ARCS(n). It
has been proved that for k ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14} there exists a k-ARCS(2kt + 1) for
each positive integer t with three exceptions and four possible exceptions. In this paper,
we shall show that there exists a k-ARCS(2kt+1) for all t ≥ 1, 11 ≤ k ≤ 49, k ≡ 1(mod 2)
and t ≠ 2, 3, 5.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, we use Ck or k-cycle for a cycle of length k. For a graph G, we use λG to represent the multi-graph
obtained from G by replacing each edge of G with λ copies of it. A graph H is called a complete m-partite graph if its vertex
set V can be partitioned into m groups G1,G2, . . . ,Gm such that every pair of vertices, not both from the same group, is an
edge of H .
Definition 1.1. Let J be a set of positive integers. Supposem > 1 and H is a completem-partite graph with vertex set V and
m groups G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Let |V | = v and G = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gm}. If the edges of λH can be partitioned into a set C of cycles
with lengths from J , then (V ,G,C) is called a cycle group divisible design with index λ and order v, denoted by (J, λ)-CGDD.
When J = {k}, we write (J, λ)-CGDD as (k, λ)-CGDD. The type of the CGDD (V ,G,C) is the multiset of sizes |G| of the
G ∈ G and we usually use the ‘‘exponential’’ notation for its description: type 1i2j3k · · · denotes i occurrences of groups of
size 1, j occurrences of groups of size 2, and so on.
A factor F of a graph G is a subgraph for which V (F) = V (G). An r-factor of G is a factor that is regular of degree r . Clearly,
a 2-factor is disjoint union of cycles. A (J, λ)-CGDD (V ,G,C) is resolvable if the collection C of cycles can be partitioned into
2-factors.
Definition 1.2. A (J, λ)-cycle frame of type gu11 g
u2
2 · · · guss is a (J, λ)- CGDD of type gu11 gu22 · · · guss (V ,G,C) in which the
collection C of cycles can be partitioned into holey 2-factors, each holey 2-factor being a 2-regular graph on the vertex
set V \ Gj for some Gj ∈ G.
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Actually, for each group Gi ∈ G there are exactly λ|Gi|2 holey 2-factors with Gi as their holes in a (J, λ)-cycle frame with
group set G = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gm}. A short proof is as follows. Suppose there are ti holey 2-factors in total for each group
Gi ∈ G. Then λ(v−|Gi|)2 =

j≠i tj holds for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m since each vertex x ∈ Gi appears in exactly λ(v−|Gi|)2 cycles
none of which is contained in these holey 2-factors with Gi as their holes. Thus, we have
m
l=1
λ(v−|Gl|)
2 =
m
l=1

j≠l tj. So,
λv(m−1)
2 = (m− 1)
m
l=1 tl. Then, we have
λv
2 =
m
l=1 tl. Thus, ti =
m
l=1 tl −

j≠i tj = λv2 − λ(v−|Gi|)2 = λ|Gi|2 .
Cycle frames have been proved to be useful for the construction of resolvable cycle systems and related designs, see
[8,11,12]. In [4], k-cycle frames of type gu are applied to construct almost resolvable cycle systems which have been studied
by Lindner et al. recently [3,7,10].
A k-cycle system of order n is a pair (V ,C), whereC is a collection of k-cycles which partition the edges of Kn with vertex
set V . Clearly, a k-cycle system of order n is a (k, 1)-CGDD of type 1n. When the CGDD is resolvable, the corresponding
k-cycle system is also resolvable. The necessary conditions for the existence of a k-cycle system of order n are 3 ≤ k ≤
n, n ≡ 1(mod 2) and n(n − 1) ≡ 0(mod 2k) [1,13]. The necessary conditions for the existence of a resolvable k-cycle
system of order n are n ≡ 1(mod 2), n ≡ 0(mod k) and n ≥ 3, which have been shown to be sufficient by Alspach et al. [2].
If (V ,C) is a k-cycle systemof order n and n ≡ 1(mod 2k), then the k-cycle system is not resolvable. In this case, Vanstone
et al. [15] started the research of the existence of an almost resolvable k-cycle system for k = 3. A collection of (n − 1)/k
disjoint k-cycles is called an almost parallel class. In a k-cycle system of order n ≡ 1(mod 2k), themaximumpossible number
of almost parallel classes is (n− 1)/2 in which case a half-parallel class containing (n− 1)/2k disjoint k-cycles is left over. A
k-cycle system of order n whose cycle set can be partitioned into (n− 1)/2 almost parallel classes and a half-parallel class
is called an almost resolvable k-cycle system, denoted by k-ARCS(n).
In [4], the existence of (k, λ)-cycle frames of type gu with 4 ≤ k ≤ 6 has been solved completely, and these cycle
frames are applied to construct almost resolvable k-cycle systems with k ∈ {5, 7, 8, 9}. We summarize the known results
for (k, λ)-cycle frames and k-ARCS(n)s as follows.
Theorem 1.1 ([4,14]). There exists a (k, λ)-cycle frame of type gu for k ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} if and only if g(u− 1) ≡ 0(mod k), λg ≡
0(mod 2), u ≥ 3 for k ∈ {4, 6} or u ≥ 4 for k ∈ {3, 5}, and (k, λ, g, u) ≠ (6, 1, 6, 3).
Theorem 1.2 ([3,4,7,6,10,15]). Let k ≥ 3, t ≥ 1 be integers and n = 2kt + 1. There exists a k-ARCS(n) for k ∈
{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14}, except for (k, n) ∈ {(3, 7), (3, 13), (4, 9)} and except possibly for (k, n) ∈ {(8, 33), (14, 57)}.
In [4], the authors use k-cycle frames to construct almost resolvable k-cycle systems. The method is limited when
k is large. We find that it can be improved if (J, λ)-cycle frames are used in the construction. In this paper, we shall
show the existence of a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type gu, then use it to prove the existence of a k-ARCS(2kt + 1) with
11 ≤ k ≤ 49, k ≡ 1(mod 2), t ≥ 1 and t ≠ 2, 3, 5.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose λ, g, u are positive integers. There exists a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type gu if and only if λg ≡
0(mod 2), u ≥ 4, (g, u) ≠ (1, 5), (1, 8) and (g, u, λ) ≠ (2, 5, 1).
Theorem 1.4. There exists a k-ARCS (2kt + 1) for t ≥ 1, 11 ≤ k ≤ 49, k ≡ 1(mod 2) and t ≠ 2, 3, 5.
2. Preliminary
For the recursive constructions of cycle frames, we need the following conceptions in design theory.
Let K and G be sets of positive integers. A group divisible design of index λ and order v ((K , λ)-CGDD) is a triple (X,G,B),
whereX is a finite set of cardinality v,G is a partition of V into subsets (groups) whose sizes lie in G, and B is a family of
subsets (blocks) that satisfy (1) if B ∈ B then |B| ∈ K , (2) every pair of elements from distinct groups occurs in exactly λ
blocks, (3) no pair of elements belonging to a group occurs in any block, and (4) |G| > 1.
When K = {k}, we write (K , λ)-GDD as (k, λ)-GDD. The type of the GDD (X,G,B) is the multiset of sizes |G| of the
G ∈ G and we usually use the ‘‘exponential’’ notation for its description as that in the definition of CGDD. A (K , λ)-GDD
with group type 1v is called a pairwise balanced design, denoted by (K , λ, v)-PBD. For later use, we need a known result on
pairwise balanced designs.
Theorem 2.1 ([9]). There exists a ({4, 5, 6}, 1, v)-PBD for v ≠ 7− 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 23.
A (k, λ)-GDD with group type nk is called a transversal design, denoted by TD(k, n, λ). We simply write TD(k, n) for
TD(k, n, 1). A TD(k, n) is idempotent if it contains a parallel class of blocks. A TD(k, n) is resolvable, denoted by RTD(k, n), if
its block set can be partitioned into parallel classes. Further, if we can select a block from each parallel class of an RTD(k, n)
to form a new parallel class, then this RTD(k, n) is denoted by RTD∗(k, n).
Suppose (X,G,B) is an RTD(k, n) with n parallel classes P1, P2, . . . , Pn. If the block set B can also be partitioned into
another n parallel classes Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn such that |Pi∩Qj| = 1 holds for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, then the RTD(k, n) is called double
resolvable, denoted by DRTD(k, n).
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It is easy to see that an RTD∗(k, n) can be obtained by deleting a group from an idempotent TD(k+1, n), and a DRTD(k, n)
can be obtained by deleting two groups from a TD(k+ 2, n). For our constructions, we need the following known results on
TD(k, n).
Theorem 2.2 ([5]). (1) If q is a prime power, then there exists a TD(q + 1, q). (2) There exists an idempotent TD(6, n) for any
n ∉ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 18, 21, 22, 26}. (3) There exists a TD(7, n) for any n > 60. (4) There exists a TD(8, n) for any
n > 702.
Now we give some recursive constructions for cycle frames the proof of which is similar to some well-known recursive
constructions for group divisible designs.
Construction 2.3 (Fundamental Cycle Frame Construction). If there exists a (K , 1)-GDD of type gu11 g
u2
2 · · · gutt and a (k, λ)-cycle
frame of type hm for each m ∈ K , then there is a (k, λ)-cycle frame of type (hg1)u1(hg2)u2 · · · (hgt)ut .
Construction 2.4 (Filling in Holes). Suppose there exists a (K , λ)-cycle frame with groups of sizes from T = {t1, . . . , tn} and
ε ≥ 0. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, suppose there exists a (K , λ)-cycle frame with groups of sizes from Ti ∪ {ε}, wheret∈Ti t = ti. Then there
exists a (K , λ)-cycle frame with groups of sizes from
n
i=1 Ti
 ∪ {ε}.
Construction 2.5. If there exists a (K , λi)-cycle frame of type gu for i = 1, 2, then there is a (K , λ1 + λ2)-cycle frame.
For more recursive constructions, we still need the definition of a (J, λ)-incomplete cycle frame before giving our
recursive constructions. A (J, λ)-incomplete cycle frame of type (g + h, h)k is a quadruple (V ,G,H,C) where V is a finite
set of points, G = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gk} is a partition of the set V such that |Gi| = g + h (1 ≤ i ≤ k),H is a subset of V (called a
hole) and |H ∩ Gi| = h for each Gi ∈ G,C is a cycle set satisfying the following properties:
1. for any C ∈ C, |C | ∈ J ,
2. each pair of points from distinct groups occurs as an edge in λ cycles of C, and no pair of points from a group orH occurs
as an edge in any cycle of C,
3. C can be partitioned into λ(g−h)2 holey 2-factors each of which is a partition of X \ Gi, and λh2 incomplete holey 2-factors
each of which is a partition of V \ (H ∪ Gi) for some Gi ∈ G.
Construction 2.6. Suppose there exists an RTD∗(k, n), a ({3, 5}, λ)-incomplete cycle frame of type (g + h, h)k and ({3, 5}, λ)-
cycle frames of types gk and (g + h)k, then there exists a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type (ng + h)k.
Proof. Suppose X = Ik × In,G = {Gi = {i} × In : i ∈ Ik} and (X,G,B) is an RTD∗(k, n) with n parallel classes
Pi = {Bi1, Bi2, . . . , Bin}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such thatM = {B11, B21, . . . , Bn1} is also a parallel class.
For each block Bj1 ∈ M , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, we take a ({3, 5}, λ)-incomplete cycle frame of type (g + h, h)k on the
point set (Bj1 × Ig) ∪ ({a1, a2, . . . , ak} × Ih) with group set {({Bj1 ∩ Gt} × Ig) ∪ ({at} × Ih) : 1 ≤ t ≤ k} and hole set
H = {{at} × Ih : 1 ≤ t ≤ k}. Its λg2 holey 2-factors and λh2 incomplete holey 2-factors are denoted by Q lj , 1 ≤ l ≤ λg2 ,
and T sj , 1 ≤ s ≤ λh2 , respectively. For the block Bn1, we take a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type (g + h)k on the point set
(Bn1× Ig)∪ ({a1, a2, . . . , ak}× Ih)with groups ({Bj1∩Gt}× Ig)∪ ({at}× Ih), 1 ≤ t ≤ k. Its λ(g+h)2 holey 2-factors are denoted
by Q ln, 1 ≤ l ≤ λ(g+h)2 .
For each block Bji ∉ M , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, we take a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type gk on the point set Bji × Ig
with group set {x× Ig : x ∈ Bji}. Its λg2 holey 2-factors are denoted by N lji, 1 ≤ l ≤ λg2 .
Let
F lj = Q lj ∪

n
i=2
N lji

, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ λg
2
,
Kl =

n−1
j=1
T lj

∪ Q l+
λg
2
n , 1 ≤ l ≤ λδ2 .
Since Pi and M are parallel classes, then it is obvious that F lj and Kl are both holey 2-factors on the point set (X × Ig) ∪
({a1, a2, . . . , ak}× Ih). Thus we have obtained n× λg2 + λh2 = λ(ng+h)2 holey 2-factors which form a required ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle
frame of type (gn+ h)k with the group set G′ = {(Gi × Ig) ∪ ({ai} × Ih) : i ∈ Zk}. 
Construction 2.7. Suppose there exists a DRTD(k, n) and a ({3, 5}, λ)-incomplete cycle frame of type (g + δi, δi)k for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let Σni=1δi = δ. If there exists a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type δk, then there is a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type
(ng + δ)k.
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Proof. Suppose X = Ik × In,G = {Gi = {i} × In : i ∈ Ik} and (X,G,B) is a DRTD(k, n) with n parallel classes
Pi = {Bi1, Bi2, . . . , Bin}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, without loss of generality, we can suppose Mj = {B1j, B2j, . . . , Bnj} is also
a parallel class for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Let Bij = {btij : 1 ≤ t ≤ k}, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
For each block Bij ∈ Mj, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we take a ({3, 5}, λ)-incomplete cycle frame of type (g + δj, δj)k on the point set
(Bij × Ig) ∪ ({aj1, aj2, . . . , ajk} × Iδj) with group set {({btij} × Ig) ∪ ({ajt} × Iδj) : 1 ≤ t ≤ k}. Its λg2 holey 2-factors and λδj2
incomplete holey 2-factors are denoted by Q lij, 1 ≤ l ≤ λg2 , and T sij, 1 ≤ s ≤ λδj2 , respectively.
Let V = {{aji} × Iδj : 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. We take a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type δk with point set V and groups
{{aji} × Iδj : 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Its λδ2 holey 2-factors are denoted by N lδj , 1 ≤ l ≤
λδj
2 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Let
F li =
n
j=1
Q lij, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤
λg
2
,
K sj =

n
i=1
T sij

∪ N sδj , 1 ≤ s ≤
λδj
2
.
Since Pi and Mj are parallel classes, then it is obvious that F li and K
s
j are both holey 2-factors based on the point set
(X× Ig) ∪ V . Thus we have obtained n× λg2 +
n
j=1
λδj
2 = λ(ng+δ)2 holey 2-factors which form a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of
type (gn+ δ)k with the group set G′ = {(Gi × Ig) ∪ {{aji} × Iδj : 1 ≤ j ≤ n} : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. 
For the last recursive constructions, we still need some other definitions. If G and H are graphs, the wreath product G ≀ H
of G and H is the graph obtained by replacing each vertex u of G with a copy H(u) of H , joining each vertex of H(u) to each
vertex of H(v) if u and v are adjacent in G, and having no edges joining vertices of H(u) to vertices of H(v) if u and v are not
adjacent in G.
Here, we need the wreath product of Ck and Kp for our constructions, where Kp denotes the complement of Kp. The graph
Ck ≀Kp is calledm-resolvable if its edge set can be partitioned into p 2-factors each of which consists pk/m cycles of lengthm.
Theorem 2.8 ([4]). Ck ≀ Kt is k-resolvable for all positive t and all k ≥ 3 with the definite exceptions (t, k) = (6, 3) and
(t, k) ∈ {(2,m) : m ≥ 3 is odd}.
Theorem 2.9 ([2]). Let k and t be odd integers so that 3 ≤ k ≤ t. Then Ck ≀ Kt is t-resolvable.
Construction 2.10 ([4]). Suppose there is a (K , λ)-cycle frame of type gu and Ck ≀ Kh is m-resolvable for each k ∈ K , then there
exists an (m, λ)-cycle frame of type (hg)u.
3. ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames
In this section, we will deal with the existence of a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type gu. Some known results are as follows.
Theorem 3.1 ([4]). There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u for u ∈ {6, 9, 12, 14, 15, 18, 23}, a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame
of type 4u for u ∈ {5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 23} and a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 1u for u ∈ {9, 12, 14, 15, 18, 23}.
First we construct some small designs which are used as input designs for recursive constructions.
Lemma 3.2. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 28.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z16 and the group set be G = {{i, 8+ i} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 7}. The 8 holey 2-factors are as follows:
F0: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 6, 7, 9 10, 11, 12 13, 14, 15
F1: 0, 2, 4, 6, 3 5, 10, 14 7, 11, 13 8, 12, 15
F2: 0, 1, 3, 5, 7 4, 8, 13 6, 11, 15 9, 12, 14
F3: 0, 5, 12, 1, 14 2, 7, 8 4, 9, 15 6, 10, 13
F4: 0, 10, 7, 1, 15 2, 11, 14 3, 9, 13 5, 6, 8
F5: 0, 9, 2, 6, 12 1, 8, 11 3, 10, 15 4, 7, 14
F6: 0, 11, 4, 1, 13 2, 5, 15 3, 7, 12 8, 9, 10
F7: 0, 4, 10, 1, 6 2, 12, 13 3, 8, 14 5, 9, 11 
Lemma 3.3. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u for u ∈ {17, 27}.
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Proof. Let the point set be V = Z2u and the group set be G = {{i, u + i} : 0 ≤ i ≤ u − 1}. For u = 17, we can obtain an
initial holey 2-factor F 17 from F 170 in the following table by+17 mod 34. Then the 17 holey 2-factors will be generated from
F 17 by+i mod 34, 0 ≤ i ≤ 16. For u = 27, the 27 holey 2-factors can be obtained from F 270 by+2 mod 54.
F 170 : 1, 2, 4, 7, 11 3, 9, 22, 33, 25 6, 13, 31 10, 15, 29
F 270 : 10, 41, 35, 28, 24 1, 39, 14, 22, 37 3, 6, 4, 13, 45 23, 47, 49
12, 17, 36, 30, 46 5, 42, 25, 33, 48 7, 20, 9, 8, 32 11, 18, 44
15, 19, 50, 38, 29 2, 34, 16, 26, 21 31, 51, 52 40, 43, 53 
Lemma 3.4. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4u for u ∈ {27, 39}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z4u and the group set be G = {{i, u + i, 2u + i, 3u + i} : 0 ≤ i ≤ u − 1}. First, we
can obtain an initial holey 2-factor F u from F u0 by +2u mod 4u. Then the 2u holey 2-factors will be generated from F u by+i mod 4u, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2u− 1.
F 270 : 22, 53, 101, 40, 89 10, 25, 41, 12, 30 4, 7, 82, 86, 43 38, 48, 106
15, 34, 71, 18, 39 1, 2, 44, 90, 33 3, 8, 14, 5, 16 24, 50, 80
19, 42, 20, 45, 83 6, 13, 21, 9, 23 31, 103, 105 11, 46, 91
F 390 : 17, 120, 112, 130, 101 36, 135, 68, 72, 126 5, 90, 149, 91, 74 7, 41, 64, 31, 47
28, 104, 73, 103, 129 10, 93, 55, 136, 75 18, 43, 67, 45, 30 2, 9, 61, 140, 11
29, 35, 37, 143, 144 19, 56, 77, 105, 70 8, 116, 46, 33, 22 1, 4, 24, 131, 20
14, 50, 110, 154, 60 3, 59, 147, 84, 127 16, 21, 63 40, 122, 132 
Lemma 3.5. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type g5 for g ∈ {8, 14, 22, 26}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z5g and the group set be G = {{i, 5 + i, . . . , 5(g − 1) + i} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 4}. An initial holey
2-factor F can be obtained from F0 by +5g/2 mod 5g . Then the required 5g/2 holey 2-factors can be generated from F by
+i mod 5g, 0 ≤ i ≤ 5g/2− 1.
F 80 : 1, 2, 4, 7, 13 3, 11, 37, 18, 14 6, 19, 28 9, 16, 32
F 140 : 6, 17, 21, 47, 23 16, 34, 62, 26, 64 1, 2, 4, 7, 13 19, 33, 66
8, 24, 67, 28, 49 3, 11, 18, 9, 22
F 220 : 16, 83, 39, 86, 54 3, 11, 18, 9, 22 6, 17, 21, 37, 23 27, 29, 98
12, 38, 74, 97, 68 1, 7, 49, 101, 52 2, 33, 34, 96, 59 24, 48, 51
8, 26, 47, 14, 36 32, 44, 108
F 260 : 11, 44, 33, 114, 128 3, 57, 56, 38, 42 1, 104, 32, 94, 58 26, 92, 118
8, 87, 81, 127, 129 4, 7, 23, 54, 117 9, 41, 102, 28, 51 12, 113, 31
6, 14, 101, 18, 124 2, 46, 99, 21, 43 17, 24, 126 13, 47, 84 
Lemma 3.6. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u41 for u ∈ {9, 15}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = (Zu/3 × Z6) ∪ {∞0,∞1,∞2,∞3} and the group set be G = {{i0, i3}, {i1, i4}, {i2, i5} : i ∈
Zu/3} ∪ {∞0,∞1,∞2,∞3}. Two holey 2-factors with the hole {∞0,∞1,∞2,∞3} can be generated from four cycles in Q
by (+1 mod u/3,−). The other u holey 2-factors will be generated from F0, F1 and F2 by (+1 mod u/3,−).
u = 9 : Q : 000102 030405 001425 011223
F0: ∞010201101 ∞121120223 ∞222041305 ∞314241525
F1: ∞002102123 ∞100241105 ∞220251214 ∞322150313
F2: ∞004120015 ∞122231014 ∞211252103 ∞320132401
u = 15 : Q : 001233 011435 001324 012245
F0: ∞010204021 ∞130011131 ∞241420222 ∞332230433
124334 133545 142415 440525
F1: ∞002001103 ∞112202123 ∞210053114 ∞330151325
354243 324145 244044 342233
F2: ∞004100115 ∞134320025 ∞243132035 ∞321033044
312442 112333 144122 404512 
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Lemma 3.7. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2um1 for (u,m) = (12, 4), (9, 6).
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z2u ∪ {∞0,∞1, . . . ,∞m−1} and the group set be G = {{i, u + i} : 0 ≤ i ≤
u − 1} ∪ {∞0,∞1, . . . ,∞m−1}. Each cycle in Q can generate a holey 2-factor by +3 mod 2u. Thus, we get m/2 holey
2-factors from Q . The other u holey 2-factors can be generated from F0, F1 and F2 by+3i mod 2u, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , u/3.
(u,m) = (12, 4) : Q : 0, 7, 14 0, 10, 20
F0: ∞0, 1, 2, 3, 5 ∞1, 4, 6, 7, 11 ∞2, 13, 14, 15, 17 ∞3, 16, 18, 19, 23
8, 10, 21 20, 22, 9
F1: ∞0, 0, 4, 22, 17 ∞1, 3, 20, 7, 23 ∞2, 12, 16, 10, 5 ∞3, 15, 8, 19, 11
2, 18, 21 14, 6, 9
F2: ∞0, 12, 6, 21, 13 ∞1, 15, 10, 7, 16 ∞2, 0, 18, 9, 1 ∞3, 3, 22, 19, 4
17, 20, 11 5, 8, 23
(u,m) = (9, 6) : Q : 0, 1, 2 0, 4, 8 0, 5, 7
F0: ∞0, 13, 10, 17, 5 ∞1, 6, 16 ∞2, 2, 3
∞3, 4, 1, 8, 14 ∞4, 15, 7 ∞5, 11, 12
F1: ∞0, 6, 3, 14, 17 ∞3, 15, 12, 5, 8 ∞1, 0, 13 ∞4, 9, 4
∞2, 2, 7 ∞5, 11, 16
F2: ∞0, 10, 4, 6, 12 ∞3, 1, 13, 15, 3 ∞1, 8, 16 ∞4, 17, 7
∞2, 5, 9 ∞5, 14, 0 
Lemma 3.8. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4um1 for (u,m) ∈ {(6, 8), (9, 8), (12, 12)}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = (Z2u×Z2)∪{∞0,∞1, . . . ,∞m−1} and the group set be G = {{i0, (i+u)0, i1, (i+u)1} : 0 ≤
i ≤ u − 1} ∪ {∞0,∞1, . . . ,∞m−1}. When (u,m) ∈ {(6, 8), (9, 8)}, a holey 2-factor with the hole {∞0,∞1, . . . ,∞m−1}
will be generated from two cycles (00, j0, (2j)0) and (01, j1, (2j)1), j = u3 by +1 mod 2u. Three holey 2-factors can be
generated from two cycles in Q by +1 mod 2u. For (u,m) = (12, 12), 6 holey 2-factors can be generated from Q0 and Q1
by+1 mod 2u. All the other 2u holey 2-factors can be obtained from F0 by+1 mod 2u.
(u,m) = (6, 8) : Q : 001021 011120
F0: ∞02011081101 ∞190∞22191 ∞310307141 ∞47031
∞551∞650100 ∞7401118011
(u,m) = (9, 8) : Q : 00 1021 01 11 20
F0: ∞010306111 ∞17014081151 ∞240120161121 ∞360100171141
∞420502141 ∞58013051131 ∞611071170101 ∞715031160111
(u,m) = (12, 12) : Q0: 00 1021 01 11 20
Q1: 002071 012170
F0: ∞0140230141191 ∞113020091181 ∞29019051151 ∞320602161
∞4160221180101 ∞510021081211 ∞6308011131 ∞710401141
∞870150231171 ∞950110201131 ∞1017071 ∞11220161 
Lemma 3.9. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-incomplete cycle frame of type (6, 2)5.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z20∪{a0, a1, . . . , a9} and the group set beG = {{i, 5+ i, 10+ i, 15+ i, ai, ai+5} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 4}.
Firstly, an initial incomplete holey 2-factor Q will be generated from Q0 by+10 mod 20. The required five incomplete holey
2-factors can be obtained from Q by +2i mod 20, 0 ≤ i ≤ 4. And the required 10 holey 2-factors can be obtained from F
by+2 mod 20, while the subscript of a is operated by+2 mod 10.
Q0: 1, 2, 3, 16, 19 4, 8, 17
F : a1, 2, 19 a2, 1, 13 a3, 6, 17 a4, 7, 11
a6, 4, 18 a7, 3, 9 a8, 12, 14 a9, 8, 16 
Lemma 3.10. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-incomplete cycle frame of type (10, 2)5.
Proof. Let the point set beV = Z40∪{a0, a4, . . . , a36}, and the group set beG = {{4i, 5+4i, . . . , 35+4i, a4i, a20+4i} : 0 ≤ i ≤
4}. The initial incomplete holey 2-factor Q will be obtained from Q0 by+20 mod 40. Further, the required five incomplete
holey 2-factors can be generated from Q by +4i mod 40, 0 ≤ i ≤ 4. And the required 20 holey 2-factors can be obtained
from F0 and F1 by+4 mod 40. Here, the subscript of a is also operated by+4 mod 40.
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Q0: 1, 23, 17, 36, 33 2, 19, 6, 4, 28 7, 9, 11 12, 34, 38
F0: a4, 1, 2, 3, 6 a24, 38, 17, 31, 12 a12, 11, 22, 24, 18 a16, 23, 39, 32, 19
a8, 4, 7, 8, 9 a28, 21, 33, 37, 14 a32, 36, 13, 29, 26 a36, 28, 16, 27, 34
F1: a4, 12, 1, 8, 16 a24, 6, 33, 24, 37 a12, 29, 38, 32, 36 a16, 7, 26, 18, 34
a8, 17, 3, 9, 27 a28, 4, 22, 31, 39 a32, 13, 2, 14, 21 a36, 19, 28, 11, 23 
Lemma 3.11. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u for u ∈ {20, 24, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 39, 42, 44, 54, 57, 68}.
Proof. For each u ∈ {24, 32, 44, 68}, there is a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type  u2 4 by Theorem 1.1. We apply Construction 2.4
to get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u, where the input design a (5, 1)-cycle frame of type 2 u4 comes from Theorem 1.1
or Lemma 3.2.
For u ∈ {20, 30}, start from a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type  2u5 5 by Lemma 3.5 or Theorem 1.1. Using Construction 2.4
with a (5, 1)-cycle frame of type 2
u
5 from Theorem 1.1, we can get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u.
For u ∈ {29, 33, 53, 57}, take a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type  u−12 4 by Theorem 1.1. Then applying Construction 2.4, we can
get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u, where the input design a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2 u+34 exists by Theorem 3.1.
For u = 35, we have a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 145 by Lemma 3.5. Applying Construction 2.4with a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle
frame of type 27 by Theorem 1.1, we can obtain a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 235.
For u = 39, begin with a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 184 by Theorem 1.1. We apply Construction 2.4 to get a ({3, 5}, 1)-
cycle frame of type 239 with ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of types 2961 and 212 from Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.1.
For u ∈ {42, 54}, we begin with a (5, 1)-cycle frame of type  u3 6 by Theorem 1.1. Then apply Construction 2.4 to obtain
a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u, where the input design a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2 u6 exists by Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 3.12. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u for u ≥ 4 and u ≠ 5.
Proof. We distinguish the necessary conditions into three cases.
(1) u = 3n+ 1. A (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u comes from Theorem 1.1.
(2) u = 3n. A ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u exists for u ∈ {6 − 33, 39, 42, 51, 54, 66} by Theorems 1.1, 3.1 and
Lemma 3.11. For the other values of u, there exists a PBD({4, 5, 6}, 1, n + 1) from Theorem 2.1. Delete one point of
this PBD to obtain a ({4, 5, 6}, 1)-GDD of type 3x4y5z with 3x+4y+5z = n, x, y, z ≥ 0. Applying Construction 2.3 with
(3, 1)-cycle frames of types 64, 65 and 66 from Theorem 1.1, we get a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 18x24y30z . Further, we
apply Construction 2.4 to get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 23n, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of
types 29, 212 and 215 exist by Theorem 3.1.
(3) u = 3n + 2, u ∈ {8 − 35, 41, 43, 53, 56, 68} come from Theorems 1.1, 3.1, Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.11. For the other
values of u, we start from a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 18x24y30z in case (2). Then applying Construction 2.4, we will get
a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frameof type 2u, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of types 23a41 and23a+2 (a = 3, 4, 5)
exist by Theorems 1.1 and 3.1, Lemmas 3.3, 3.6 and 3.7. 
Lemma 3.13. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4u for u ∈ {20, 29, 33, 35, 45, 47, 83}.
Proof. For u ∈ {20, 35}, we begin with a (5, 1)-cycle frame of type 20 u5 from Theorem 1.1. Applying Construction 2.4 with
a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 45, we can get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 435.
For u ∈ {29, 33, 45}, there exists a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type (u− 1)4 from Theorem 1.1. Applying Construction 2.4 with
a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4 u+34 by Theorem 3.1, we can get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4u.
For u ∈ {47, 83}, start from a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 36 u−29 from Theorem 1.1. We apply Construction 2.4 to get a
({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4u, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of types 4981 and 411 exist by Theorem1.1
and Lemma 3.8. 
Lemma 3.14. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4u for u ≥ 4.
Proof. If u = 3n+ 1, there exists a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 43n+1 by Theorem 1.1.
If u = 3n, for u ∈ {6− 21, 27, 39}, there exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4u from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.4. For
the other values of u, we distinguish into three cases.
(1) For u = 6n, we begin with a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 24n from Theorem 1.1. Applying Construction 2.4, we can get a
({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4u, where the input design a (5, 1)-cycle frame of type 46 exists by Theorem 1.1.
(2) For u = 12n+ 3, take a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 48n. We apply Construction 2.4 to get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type
412n+3, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of types 412121 and 415 exist by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.8.
(3) For u = 12n+9, we start from a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 163n+2 by Lemma 3.12. By Construction 2.4, we can get a
({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 412n+9, where the input design a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 45 exists by Theorem 3.1.
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If u = 3n + 2, for u ∈ {5, 8, 14, 23, 35, 47, 83}, there is a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 4u from Theorem 3.1 and
Lemma 3.13. For other values of u, we distinguish into three cases.
(1) For u = 6n + 2, we start from a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 24n. Using Construction 2.4 with ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of
types 4681 and 48 by Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.1, we can obtain a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 46n+2.
(2) For u = 12n + 5, take a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 163n+1. We apply Construction 2.4 with a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of
type 45 to obtain a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 412n+5.
(3) For u = 12n + 11, there is an RTD(5, 3n) for n ∉ {1, 2, 3, 6} by Theorem 2.2. Deleting 3n − 10 points from its last
group, we can get a ({4, 5}, 1)-GDD of type (3n)4101. Then applying Construction 2.3 with ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of
types 44 and 45, we can get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type (12n)4101. Further by Construction 2.4, we will obtain a
({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 412n+11, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of types 43n+1 and 411 come
from Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 3.15. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type g5 for g ∈ {58, 74, 106}.
Proof. Webeginwith an RTD∗(5, n), n = (g−2)/8, constructed by an idempotent TD(6, n)which comes fromTheorem2.2.
Applying Construction 2.6, we can get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type g5, where the input designs a ({3, 5}, 1)-incomplete
cycle frame of type (10, 2)5 and ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of types 85, 105 exist by Lemmas 3.10, 3.5 and Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 3.16. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type (2m)5 for m ≥ 2.
Proof. If m = 2n, for n = 2, 6, there exist ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 85 and 245 by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 3.5. For
n ≠ 2, 6, there exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 45 by Theorem 1.1. Applying Construction 2.10 with a C3 ≀ Km which
is 3-resolvable and a C5 ≀ Km which is 5-resolvable from Theorem 2.8, we can obtain a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type (4m)5.
If m = 2n + 1. n ∈ {1 − 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26} come from Theorem 1.1, Lemmas 3.5 and 3.15. For the other values
of n, take an RTD∗(5, n) constructed by an idempotent TD(6, n) which exists by Theorem 2.2. We apply Construction 2.6
to get a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type (4n + 2)5, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of types 45, 65 and a
({3, 5}, 1)-incomplete cycle frame of type (6, 2)5 come from Lemma 3.9 and Theorems 1.1, 3.1. 
Theorem 3.17. There exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type (2m)u if and only if u ≥ 4 and (m, u) ≠ (1, 5).
Proof. We start with the case u = 5. (1) Form = 1, there does not exist a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 25. If not so, we add
a new point to each group to form 5 new 3-cycles. For each group, the union of the holey parallel class and the new 3-cycle
is a parallel class of a complete graph K11. Thus, we have partitioned all the edges of K11 into five 2-factors each of which
contains a 5-cycle and two 3-cycles. This design is called an OP(32, 51) which does not exist by Colbourn and Dinitz [5, p.
375]. (2) Form > 1, there is a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type (2m)5 by Lemma 3.16.
Now, we can suppose u ≠ 5. (1) Form = 1, there is a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u by Lemma 3.12. (2) Form = 2, 6,
there exists ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frames of types 4u and 12u by Lemma 3.14 and Theorem 1.1. (3) Form ≠ 1, 2, 6, we begin with
a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2u. Applying Construction 2.10 with a 3-resolvable C3 ≀ Km and a 5-resolvable C5 ≀ Km by
Theorem 2.8, we can obtain a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type (2m)u. 
4. ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frames
In this section, we investigate the existence of a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type gu. We begin with some direct
constructions for small designs.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a ({3, 5}, λ)-cycle frame of type 25 for λ = 2, 3.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z10 and the group set be G = {{i, i + 5} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 4}. The required 10 holey 2-factors
of a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 25 will be generated from F 20 by +1 mod 10. And the required 15 holey 2-factors of a
({3, 5}, 3)-cycle frame of type 25 will be generated by+2 mod 10 from three holey 2-factors F 30 , F 31 and F 32 .
λ = 2 : F 20 : 1, 2, 8, 6, 9 3, 4, 7
λ = 3 : F 30 : 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 6, 8, 9 F 31 : 1, 3, 2, 9, 7 4, 6, 8 F 32 : 1, 3, 7, 8, 4 2, 6, 9 
Lemma 4.2. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 1u for u ∈ {17, 29, 35}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Zu, and the group set be G = {{i} : 0 ≤ i ≤ u − 1}. The required u holey 2-factors will be
generated from the following initial holey 2-factor F u0 by+1 mod u.
F 170 : 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 4, 10, 15, 8, 12 6, 11, 14 9, 13, 16
F 290 : 9, 17, 22, 10, 23 14, 21, 27, 18, 28 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 16, 19, 26
4, 8, 11, 6, 15 12, 20, 24, 13, 25
F 350 : 10, 14, 20, 13, 26 15, 30, 21, 32, 23 4, 8, 11, 6, 9 2, 19, 29
1, 3, 31, 25, 24 12, 33, 17, 34, 22 5, 16, 18 7, 27, 28 
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Lemma 4.3. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type g5 for g ∈ {7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z5g , and the group set be G = {{i, i + 5, . . . , i + 5(g − 1)} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 4}. The required 5g
holey 2-factors will be generated from the following initial holey 2-factor F g0 by+1 mod 5g .
F 70 : 11, 29, 16, 27, 34 8, 19, 32, 18, 26 9, 13, 17, 23 1, 2, 3, 6, 4
12, 21, 33, 24, 31 14, 22, 28
F 110 : 24, 53, 41, 27, 43 8, 19, 12, 33, 14 1, 2, 3, 6, 4 31, 44, 52
16, 34, 46, 29, 38 9, 23, 17, 13, 37 22, 26, 54 18, 42, 51
11, 28, 21, 32, 48 7, 36, 49, 47, 39
F 130 : 26, 39, 58, 37, 53 8, 56, 62, 51, 44 4, 28, 2, 18, 61 13, 17, 54
29, 52, 64, 46, 48 9, 23, 14, 11, 43 1, 63, 27, 41, 7 36, 38, 47
12, 19, 42, 59, 16 3, 24, 57, 49, 31 6, 32, 33 21, 22, 34
F 170 : 37, 84, 62, 39, 66 18, 27, 51, 83, 41 9, 78, 72, 69, 68 8, 14, 77, 23, 56
11, 82, 79, 28, 24 12, 71, 63, 54, 26 6, 67, 31, 13, 17 2, 58, 57, 4, 48
19, 21, 59, 42, 61 1, 29, 36, 53, 74 3, 22, 49, 47, 81 7, 38, 46, 33, 44
16, 32, 73, 34, 52 43, 64, 76
F 190 : 7, 74, 51, 42, 31 13, 16, 77, 38, 22 2, 89, 68, 66, 3 19, 21, 64, 46, 83
6, 53, 47, 26, 32 27, 41, 88, 44, 73 8, 54, 71, 34, 76 14, 52, 49, 78, 82
9, 93, 61, 94, 33 12, 24, 67, 36, 29 4, 63, 62, 58, 86 11, 84, 92, 48, 87
1, 39, 57, 43, 17 23, 59, 72, 79, 56 18, 37, 91 28, 69, 81
F 230 : 13, 97, 109, 62, 106 21, 32, 64, 103, 87 23, 44, 37, 66, 92 1, 84, 78, 41, 48
11, 49, 43, 107, 34 16, 19, 71, 102, 68 2, 26, 77, 113, 39 27, 28, 89
24, 72, 74, 93, 111 12, 36, 53, 86, 114 9, 67, 83, 94, 38 54, 57, 58
3, 22, 91, 112, 104 17, 51, 59, 47, 88 4, 76, 18, 14, 96 52, 61, 79
42, 56, 98, 81, 108 8, 69, 31, 29, 101 7, 63, 99, 46, 33 6, 73, 82 
Lemma 4.4. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type g8 for g ∈ {7, 11, 13, 17}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z8g , and the group set be G = {{i, i+ 8, . . . , i+ 8(g − 1)} : 0 ≤ i ≤ g − 1}. The required
8g holey 2-factors will be generated from the following initial holey 2-factor F g0 by+1 mod 8g .
F 70 : 23, 35, 49, 36, 54 25, 46, 52, 34, 47 4, 33, 7, 9, 37 12, 19, 28, 17, 27
18, 29, 41, 22, 39 11, 15, 20, 14, 21 1, 2, 3, 45, 30 5, 31, 51, 42, 38
6, 26, 43 10, 13, 44 50, 53, 55
F 110 : 20, 75, 84, 77, 82 13, 62, 28, 87, 76 7, 59, 61, 83, 46 17, 31, 69, 34, 27
14, 29, 42, 79, 37 12, 39, 67, 65, 21 4, 71, 54, 51, 74 11, 66, 35, 41, 22
38, 68, 15, 33, 55 18, 30, 58, 43, 63 6, 26, 73, 52, 25 1, 2, 3, 85, 47
5, 9, 45, 86, 10 19, 44, 78 23, 49, 53 36, 50, 81
57, 60, 70
F 130 : 26, 57, 90, 46, 45 7, 62, 103, 102, 82 1, 11, 94, 74, 92 29, 33, 100, 73, 43
15, 44, 89, 55, 61 12, 71, 19, 68, 17 9, 47, 83, 41, 76 13, 20, 85, 63, 60
22, 37, 54, 87, 65 14, 28, 23, 99, 25 3, 49, 67, 42, 95 30, 39, 93, 59, 36
10, 21, 18, 78, 91 34, 53, 38, 66, 75 5, 31, 97, 35, 70 2, 4, 6, 84, 27
50, 81, 77, 98, 86 51, 58, 101 52, 69, 79
F 170 : 1, 43, 114, 135, 45 18, 121, 125, 42, 36 3, 15, 118, 82, 124 7, 62, 49, 29, 126
31, 66, 117, 95, 60 9, 107, 130, 47, 102 33, 61, 123, 93, 87 10, 83, 21, 98, 94
11, 30, 91, 111, 41 19, 110, 76, 105, 44 23, 50, 78, 109, 68 20, 46, 37, 39, 22
34, 97, 100, 73, 55 14, 65, 133, 132, 85 4, 115, 77, 90, 54 13, 89, 67, 58, 92
5, 122, 129, 71, 57 12, 59, 108, 131, 81 25, 51, 52, 6, 84 2, 99, 17, 28, 69
26, 63, 53, 119, 75 27, 38, 35, 134, 103 70, 113, 127 74, 79, 86
101, 106, 116 
Lemma 4.5. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 1um1, for (u,m) ∈ {(6, 3), (9, 2), (12, 2), (15, 2)}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Zu ∪ {∞0,∞1, . . . ,∞m−1} and the group set be G = {{i} : i ∈ Zu} ∪ {∞0,∞1, . . . ,∞m−1}.
The required u holey 2-factors can be generated from F0, and the other m holey 2-factors can be generated from Q by
+3 mod u.
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(u,m) = (6, 3): Q : 0, 1, 2
F0: ∞0, 3,∞1, 0, 2 ∞2, 1, 4
(u,m) = (9, 2): Q : 0, 3, 6 0, 3, 6
F0: ∞0, 1, 2, 4, 8 ∞1, 3, 7, 5, 6
(u,m) = (12, 2): Q : 0, 4, 8 0, 4, 8
F0: ∞0, 3, 9, 6, 11 ∞1, 5, 10, 8, 7 1, 2, 4
(u,m) = (15, 2): Q : 0, 5, 10 0, 5, 10
F0: ∞0, 1, 2, 3, 6 ∞0, 4, 11, 13, 7 5, 9, 12 8, 10, 14 
Lemma 4.6. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frame of type (3, 1)8.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z8 × Z3 and the group set be G = {{i0, i1, i2} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 7}. The required 8 incomplete holey
2-factors can be generated from Q by +1 mod 8. Further, the required 16 holey 2-factors will be obtained from F0 and F1
by+1 mod 8.
Q : 1050207031 116130 214160 517140
F0: 103052 204072 115122 217132 506142 603112 704162
F1: 102032 304012 112142 314172 507162 605122 706152 
Lemma 4.7. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frame of type (5, 1)5.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z20 ∪ {a0, a2, . . . , a8} and the group set be G = {{i, 5+ i, 10+ i, 15+ i, a2i} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 4}.
An incomplete holey 2-factor Q can be obtained from Q0 by+10 mod 20. The required 5 incomplete holey 2-factors can be
generated from Q by+2j mod 20, 0 ≤ j ≤ 4. Further, the required 20 holey 2-factors will be obtained by+2 mod 20 from
F0 and F1 while the subscript of a is operated by+2 mod 10.
Q0: 1, 9, 18, 4, 12 3, 7, 16
F0: a8, 14, 16, 19, 17 a6, 13, 9, 11, 18 a2, 1, 2, 3, 4 a4, 7, 6, 8, 12
F1: a4, 8, 14, 11, 17 a2, 13, 1, 7, 18 a6, 3, 16, 12, 4 a8, 2, 19, 6, 9 
Lemma 4.8. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frame of type (s+ 1, 1)5 for s ∈ {6, 8}.
Proof. Let the point set be V = Z5s ∪ {a0, a1, . . . , a4} and the group set be G = {{i, 5+ i, 10+ i, . . . , 5(s− 1)+ i, ai} : 0 ≤
i ≤ 4}. The required five incomplete holey 2-factors can be obtained from Q by+s mod 5s. The other 5s holey 2-factors can
be generated from F0 by+1 mod 5swhile the subscript of a is operated by+1 mod 5.
s = 6 : Q : 11, 12, 13, 27, 29 1, 2, 3, 17, 19 14, 26, 28 4, 16, 18
7, 9, 21, 22, 23 6, 24, 8
F0: 9, 17, 28, 19, 26 a1, 2, 1, 3, 7 a2, 4, 8, 11, 14 a3, 6, 27, 13, 21
a4, 18, 24, 12, 23 16, 22, 29
s = 8 : Q : 13, 19, 23, 17, 21 2, 4, 36, 38, 6 26, 32, 34 22, 24, 28
8, 14, 18, 12, 16 1, 3, 11, 7, 9 27, 33, 29 31, 37, 39
F0: 13, 22, 39, 18, 34 a4, 21, 33, 17, 31 a2, 6, 9, 12, 8 19, 26, 37
14, 27, 38, 24, 32 a3, 7, 16, 28, 11 a1, 2, 1, 3, 4 23, 29, 36 
Lemma 4.9. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 1u for u ∈ {20, 32, 44, 53, 68}.
Proof. For u ∈ {20, 32, 44, 68}, there exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 4 u4 by Theorem 3.1. Applying Construction 2.4
with a (3, 2)-cycle frame of type 14 from Theorem 1.1, we can get a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 1u.
For u = 53, start from a (3, 2)-cycle frame of type 134 which exists by Theorem 1.1. Then use Construction 2.4 to get a
({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 153, where the input design a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 114 exists by Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 4.10. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 1u for u ≥ 4 and u ≠ 5, 8.
Proof. We distinguish u into 3 cases. For u = 3n+ 1, there exists a (3, 2)-cycle frame of type 13n+1 by Theorem 1.1.
For u = 3n, u ∈ {6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21} come from Theorems 1.1 and 3.1. For n = 2m and m ≥ 4, take a (3, 1)-cycle
frame of type 6m. Apply Construction 2.4 with a (5, 2)-cycle frame of type 16, we get a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 16m.
For n = 2m+ 1 andm ≥ 4, we begin with a (3, 1)-cycle frame of type 6m. Apply Construction 2.4, we can get a ({3, 5}, 2)-
cycle frame of type 16m+3, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frames of types 1631 and 19 exist by Theorem 1.1 and
Lemma 4.5.
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For u = 3n + 2. u ∈ {11 − 35, 41, 44, 53, 56, 68} come from Theorems 1.1, 3.1 and Lemma 4.9. For the other values
of u, we start from a ({4, 5, 6}, 1)-GDD of type 3x4y5z with 3x + 4y + 5z = n, x, y, z ≥ 0, which has been constructed in
Lemma 3.12. Applying Construction 2.3 with (3, 2)-cycle frames of types 34, 35 and 36 from Theorem 1.1, we get a (3, 2)-
cycle frame of type 9x12y15z . Thus, we can get a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 13n+2 by Construction 2.4, where the input
designs ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frames of types 1921, 11221, 11521, 111, 114 and 117 exist by Theorems 1.1, 3.1, Lemmas 4.2 and
4.5. 
Lemma 4.11. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type g5 for g ∈ {73, 89}, or 31 ≤ g ≤ 243 and g ≡ 3(mod 4).
Proof. If g ≡ 0(mod 3) or g ≡ 0(mod 5), there is a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type g5 by Theorem 1.1. For the other values,
we start with a TD(7, n) from Theorem 2.2 and delete two of its group to get a DRTD(5, n). Using Construction 2.7 with
δi ∈ {0, 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frame of type (5, 1)5 which exists by Lemma 4.7, we can obtain
a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type g5, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frames of types 45, 55 exist by Theorems 1.1
and 3.1, and a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type δ5(δ = g − 4n) exists by recursion. For each g , the corresponding parameters
are listed in the following table.
n g δ Source
7 31 3 Theorem 1.1
9 39, 43 3, 7 Theorem 1.1, Lemma 4.3
11 47 3 Theorem 1.1
13 59 7 Lemma 4.3
16 67, 71, 73 3, 7, 9
19 79, 83, 89, 91 3, 7, 11, 13, 15
25 103, 107, 119 3, 7, 19 Theorem 1.1, Lemma 4.3
31 127, 131, 139, 143, 151 3, 8, 16, 20, 28
39 163, 167, 179, 187, 191 7, 19, 27, 31, 35
49 199, 203, 207, 211, 223, 227, 239 3, 7, 11, 23, 27
53 243 31 
Lemma 4.12. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (2m+ 1)5 for m ≥ 1.
Proof. We distinguishm into 2 cases.
(1) m = 2n. n ∈ {1 − 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26} come from Theorem 1.1, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.11. For the other values of n, start
from an RTD∗(5, n) constructed by an idempotent TD(6, n) which comes from Theorem 2.2. Applying Construction 2.6
with g = 4 and δ = 1, we can get a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (4n + 1)5, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 2)-
cycle frames of types 45, 55 and a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frames of type (5, 1)5 all exist by Theorems 1.1, 3.1 and
Lemma 4.7.
(2) m = 2n+1. For n ≤ 60, there exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (4n+3)5 by Theorem 1.1, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.11. For
n > 60, start from a DRTD(5, n) constructed by a TD(7, n) which comes from Theorem 2.2. We apply Construction 2.7
with g = 4 and δi = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 or δi = 0 for i ≥ 4, to get a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (4n + 3)5, where the
input designs ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frames of types 35, 45 and a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frame of type (5, 1)5 come from
Theorems 1.1 and 3.1 and Lemma 4.7 respectively. 
Lemma 4.13. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type g8 for 19 ≤ g ≤ 1403 and g ≡ 0(mod 2).
Proof. Start with a TD(10, n) from Theorem 2.2. Delete two of its group to get a DRTD(8, n). Using Construction 2.7 with
δi ∈ {0, 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frame of type (3, 1)8 which exists by Lemma 4.6, we can
obtain a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (2n + 1)8, where the input designs ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frames of types 28, 38 exist by
Theorem 1.1, Lemma 3.2 and a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type δ8 (δ = g − 2n) exists by recursion on n. If δ = 1, we apply
Construction 2.7 with ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frames of types 28, 38 and a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frame of type (3, 1)8. For
each g , the corresponding parameters are listed as follows.
n g δ n g δ
9 19–27 1–9 13 27–39 1–13
19 39–57 1–19 27 55–81 1–27
37 75–121 1–37 59 119–177 1–59
83 167–249 1–83 121 243–363 1–121
181 363–543 1–183 271 543–813 1–271
401 811–1203 9–401 599 1203–1405 5–207 
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Lemma 4.14. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (2n+ 1)8 for n ≥ 1.
Proof. There is a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (2n+1)8 for n ≤ 720 by Theorem1.1, Lemmas 4.4 and 4.13. For any n > 720,
we have a DRTD(8, n) by Theorem 2.2. Applying Construction 2.6, we can get a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (2n + 1)8,
where the input designs ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frames of types 28, 38 and a ({3, 5}, 2)-incomplete cycle frame of type (3, 1)8 come
from Lemmas 3.2, 4.6 and Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 4.15. There exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (2n+ 1)u if and only if n ≥ 0, u ≥ 4 and (n, u) ≠ (1, 5), (1, 8).
Proof. For n = 0, there exists a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 1u (u ≠ 5, 8) by Lemma 4.10. It is obvious that there does
not exist a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 15 or 18. For n ≥ 1 and u ≠ 5, 8, start from a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type 1u.
Then apply Construction 2.10 with a C3 ≀ K2n+1 which is 3-resolvable and a C5 ≀ K2n+1 which is 5-resolvable by Theorem 2.8,
to obtain a ({3, 5}, 2)-cycle frame of type (2n+ 1)u. Thus, the conclusion comes from Lemmas 4.12 and 4.14. 
By Construction 2.5, Theorems 3.17, 4.15 and Lemma 4.1 and we have proved Theorem 1.3.
5. Construction for ARCS
In this section, we will use cycle frames to construct almost resolvable k-cycle systems. We first present a general
construction for an almost resolvable k-cycle system.
Construction 5.1. Let g, t,m be positive integers. Suppose there exists a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type g t , an m-ARCS(gm+ 1)
and an m-resolvable Ck ≀ Km for k ∈ {3, 5}. Then there exists an m-ARCS(gmt + 1).
Proof. Let (X,G,C) be a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type g t . Suppose the point set be X = Igt and the group set be
G = {G0,G1, . . . ,Gt−1}. We denote the g/2 holey 2-factors of the group Gi by Q ji , 1 ≤ j ≤ g/2. For each group Gi ∈ G,
we construct an m-ARCS(gm + 1) on the point set (Gi × Im) ∪ {∞}. It has gm/2 almost parallel classes denoted by
Msi , 1 ≤ s ≤ gm/2, and a half-parallel class Hi. Without loss of generality, we can suppose ∞ does not appear in any
cycle of Hi. For each cycle Ck ∈ Q ji , there arem 2-factors in the graph Ck ≀ Km. Then we can getm 2-factors from Q ji denoted
by N ji (l), 1 ≤ l ≤ m. Let H = {Hi : 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1} and
P = {N ji (l) ∪Mm(j−1)+li : 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ g/2, 1 ≤ l ≤ m}.
Then P is the set of the required gmt/2 almost parallel classes and H is the half-parallel class of anm-ARCS(gmt + 1) on the
point set V =
t−1
i=0 (Gi × Im)

∪ {∞}. 
Lemma 5.2. There exists a k-ARCS(2k+ 1) for 11 ≤ k ≤ 49 and k ≡ 1(mod 2).
Proof. Let X = {∞} ∪ (Zk × Z2). The half-parallel class is the cycle (01, i1, (2i)1, . . . , (ki − i)1), i = k−12 . The k almost
resolvable parallel classes will be generated from the following initial base cycles by+1 mod k.
k Initial base cycles k Initial base cycles
11 0111002120511061703150 13 011100212051106170315011130
∞3060804090100714181101 ∞40110608012090100417112181101
15 01110021205110617031501113013160 17 0111002120511061703150111401616014130
(∞4011080140901301201007141141 (∞80160901501001401101301204181151
81121101) 1011317191)
19 (011100212051106170315011130101 21 (0111002120511061703150111301011304190
130419018160) 1814017160)
(∞4080170100180120140110160150 (∞8014015018016012017010020011019081
719115181161121171141) 1219114116171201131191)
23 (01110021205110617031501113010113041 25 (0111002120511061703150111301011304190
901816021140201100) 181401412209119071140)
(∞80150170180120210110220140190160 (∞6080110150200100210120240160230170
200811217113122114117119191161) 18012181161211191221151241131231171)
27 (01110021205110617031501113010113041 29 (0111002120511061703150111301011304190
90181401412008118071150261140) 18140141200711402516023111026180)
(∞6080110160220120240230100210250 (∞100150210180270120250170280160260
17026019012191191151241131251171 1902302202408112191151281161211191
221161231211) 271171241131221)
31 (01110021205110617031501113010113041 33 (0111002120511061703150111301011304190
(continued on next page)
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k Initial base cycles k Initial base cycles
90181401412007114025160191270121 18140141200711402516019127091190311
22081190) 100271110)
(∞80100110150230160300240210260170 (∞80120170240250230260150290210300
29018028012025091131161261201291 18031016032022028013181121151261161
151271221301171281211231) 301171321201291211281221241)
35 (01110021205110617031501113010113041 37 (01110021205110617031501113010113041
9018140141200711402516019127081180 9018140141200711402516019127081180
30110031180261110) 30180281110261100331120)
(∞120150220280230310160340240260250 (∞150160240310170350190360210340220
29017033019032021030012191131151 33023032026029025030028017191121161
211281161291201341241321171331 211151321201311241341131351221
221271) 361271291)
39 (01110021205110617031501113010113041 41 (0111002120511061703150111301011304190
9018140141200711402516019127081 18140141200711402516019127081180301
1803018023134012130016132091210) 1002618023134016128012126091240)
(∞100110150120190290160330240380220 (∞110120150170220310350160320190390
370260310250230350170360280131151 210380300360290400250370230330131
201261331171351241381211341221371 151201271311371211351221401321291
271361281321291) 381281391241361171341)
43 (01110021205110617031501113010113041 45 (0111002120511061703150111301011304190
9018140141200711402516019127081180 18140141200711402516019127081180301
3018023134091210371100331120411150 8023134091210371100271410201440291
401230) 110391160)
(∞110160170300330310350240390190400 (∞120150170330220390240360260400190
220410250420280370290360260380320 420230430250380290370310300350280
171121151131201291351161341211361 320121151131171221311381211341401
261421221391271381241321281) 161361241431321421281441261411331)
47 (01110021205110617031501113010113041 49 (01110021205110617031501113010113041
9018140141200711402516019127081180 9018140141200711402516019127081180
3018023134012124091230391100271440 3018023134091210371100271410121280
171370161390131290) 131300481170401150441230)
(∞110120150170210300350160320380250 (∞110120160190350400220390260460250
360260400330410190420220430310460 470240480290440320380360430330420
280450211151201311401331411221421 310450370161201151171281341411211
261431291441321451241461281381 381221431291471241461311391261451
341371351) 331421321351) 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We start from a ({3, 5}, 1)-cycle frame of type 2t which exists by Lemma 3.12. Applying
Construction 5.1 with k-ARCS(2k + 1)s from Lemma 5.2, k-resolvable C3 ≀ Kk and C5 ≀ Kk from Theorem 2.9, we can get
the required k-ARCS(2kt + 1). 
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